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Why do utilities need a weather 
radar and why collaborate?

• Knowledge of rain is really important

• We are  looking to implement  and 
operate  the  necessary technologies 
enables us the  best  ut ilisat ion of 
available  radar data.

• And to lower thresholds for 
ut ilisat ion of and research with this 
data going forward.



Revolution
revolution, in social and political science, a major, sudden, and 
hence typically violent alteration in government and in related 
associations and structures. The term is used by analogy in such 
expressions as the Industrial Revolution, where it refers to a radical 
and profound change in economic relationships and technological 
conditions.

Reference Encyclopedia Britannica 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/revolution-politics


Reference

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberty_Leading_the_People
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Curious about rain



Filborna water reservoir

Radar



Geometric reasons for collaborat ion

Why collaborate?



Why collaborate?

Radar down



Why collaborate?

Intense rain



Radar shadow

Why collaborate?



Why collaborate?

Radars behind the cloud



Why collaborate?

Early warning



Why collaborate?

Best  image possible



Filborna water reservoir

Radar



Helsingborg waste water t reatment plant

Digital Twin

Rain data



A composite of our best  rain knowlege

Vision



Technical reasons for collaborat ion



Illustration of the overall data flow



Tipping bucket rain gauge

C-band Radar

X-band Radar

Distrometer

Microrain radar

Microwave links
SMHI/Ericsson

More ways to measure and colaborate



A composite of our best  rain knowlege

Vision



Sharing



Sharing



Examples
• Evaluat ing different  data processing for calculat ing CSO

• Working within the  Future  City Flow project  to create  
composites and forecasts from our different  sources

• Using radar data to do a backward calculat ion of expected 
inflow and infilt rat ion in pipe  networks



Knowledge of rain is really important

Combining knowledge and resources to implement  and operate  the  
necessary technologies enables us to reach our vision of 
“a composite  of our best  rain knowledge” earlie r.

Solid and available  data lowers thresholds for 
ut ilisat ion and research going forward.

Cross border collaborat ion For The Win!



Tack för er uppmärksamhet
Sven Bengtsson, Mätstrateg, NSVA
sven.bengtsson@nsva.se

Thank you
Andreas & Sven
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